1. Introduction and some preliminaries. Let G be a locally compact group and CB(G) be the space of bounded continuous complex-valued functions on G with supremum norm. Let LUC(G) denote the space of bounded left uniformly continuous complex-valued functions on G, i.e. all / e CB(G) such that the map g -> l g f from G into CB(G) is continuous when CB(G) has the norm topology where l g f(x) = f(gx), x G G. Let WAP(G) (respectively AP(G)) denote the space of continuous weakly almost periodic (respectively almost periodic) functions on G i.e. all / e CB(G) such that {l a f\a £ G} is relatively compact in the weak (resp. norm) topology of CB(G). Let Loo(G) denote the Banach space of essentially bounded complex-valued functions on G with the essential supremum norm || H^ as defined in [12, p. 141].
Then CB(G), LUC(G), WAP(G) and AP(G) are translation invariant subalgebras of L^G) with AP(G) c WAP(G) c LUC(G) c CB(G).
Furthermore, Co(G)nAP(G) = {0} unless G is compact, where CQ{G) is the closed subalgebra of CB(G) consisting of all / e CB(G) vanishing at infinity. Recall that an application of the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem ( [21] ) shows that WAP(G) has a unique invariant mean ΪYΪQ i.e. ΠΊQ is a positive linear functional on WAP(G) of norm one and m G {l a f) = rn G (r a f) = m G (f) for all / e WAP(G), where ) and AP(G) are uncomplemented in Loo(G). Also, as shown by Lau in [13] , if G is an amenable locally compact group, then any weak*-closed self-adjoint left translation invariant subalgebra of Loo ( (7) is the range of a continuous projection commuting with left translations.
In this paper, we prove among other things, (Corollary 3) that if G is an infinite locally compact group and X is any closed subspace of WAP(G) containing CQ(G), then X is uncomplemented in L^G). If G is non-discrete and X is any closed subspace of CB(G) containing Co(G), then X is not complemented in L^G) (Theorem 4). Furthermore, (Theorem 6), if G is a locally compact non-compact group, then WAP(<7) is not complemented in LUC(G). We prove that (Theorem 7) if H is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G, then
CB(G/H) (when identified as a closed subspace of CB(G)) is always complemented in CB(G). This result is used to show that (Theorem 8) AP(G) is complemented in LUC(G) if and only if G/N is compact
where N is the intersection of the kernels of all finite dimensional continuous unitary representations of (?. In particular, if G is maximally almost periodic, then AP(G) is complemented in IΛJC(G) if and only if G is compact. However (Theorem 11), if A is a left translation invariant C*-subalgebra of Co(G), then there exists a continuous projection P from Co(G) onto A and P commutes with left translations.
Uncomplemented subspaces of L^G).
In this section we show that if G is an infinite locally compact group, then any subspace X of WAP(G) containing CQ(G) is uncomplemented in L^G). We first establish the following lemma which follows directly from the corollary For each /i, let θ n = (l/N) £^= 1 ^XG G/K, where ^(/) = f(x). Let μ n denote the probability measure on G defined by the functional θ n on Cb(G), where (a) G is finite.
(b) There exists a continuous linear operator S from L^G) into WAP(G) such that S(f) = f for all f e C 0 (G).
(b) implies (a). Let GQ be an infinite open and closed subgroup of G which is (7-compact For / e Loo(G) 9 define (πf)(x) = f(x) for x € GQ (restriction to Go). Then π is a norm decreasing linear map from Loo(G) onto Loo(G 0 ).
Given h e Loo(G 0 ), write h f e Loo(G), where h!{x) = h(x) if x e Go and h'{x) = 0 if x £ G o . Define S*(#) = πS(/z').
τhen 5 ' is a bounded linear map from Loo (Go) into Loo(Go). Also if x € Go, then lχS'(h) = π(l x S(h')). In particular, the range of S f is contained in WAP(Go). Furthermore, if h e CQ(G 0 ) 9 then h! e C 0 (G) 9 and S'(h) = π(Sh f ) = π(h!) = h. Let {μ n } be a sequence of probability measures on Go satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 1. Let 9 f e L^G). Since / e Loo(G 0 ) is an abelian W*-algebra, its spectrum Ω is Stonean (see [22, p. 46] or [25, p. 109] ). Since C(Ω) and L^GQ) are isometrically isomorphic via the Gelfand transform, it follows from Theorem 9 [121, p. 168] that weak* convergence of a sequence in Loo(Go)* implies weak convergence. Consequently m<7 0 is the weak limit of the sequence μ n . Let K be the convex hull of {μ n \ n = 1,2,...} in the Banach space Loo(Go)*; then there exists a sequence ψ n in K such that \\ψ n -m^JI -• 0. For ψ e Loo (Go)*, let ψ' denote the restriction of ψ to Co(Go). Since S 1 is the identity on C 0 {G 0 ), it follows that for ψ e Loo(G 0 )*, / e C 0 (G 0 ),
In particular if Go is non-compact, then m' GQ = 0. Now for each n, there exists a continuous function f on G with compact support, 0 < / < 1, f(x) = 1, if x e suppμ/, / = 1,...,«. Since μ\ = //' (as shown above), it follows (by linearity) that if φ = Σ" =1 >M/, h > 0, Σ?=i^/ = ^ then φ(f) = 1. Hence ||^|| = 1. Consequently, each φ in K r = {ψ' ψ e K} has norm one. But this is impossible. Hence Go is again finite. This implies that G is discrete (otherwise take Go = U^Li U n where U is a compact symmetric neighbourhood of the identity) and then that G is finite.
If Go is compact and infinite (hence not discrete), we may assume that the measures μ n are singular with respect to the Haar measure rriG 0 . Then for each n, there exists / e Q(GQ) with 0 < / < 1, (a) G is finite.
(b) There exists a closed subspace X ofWAP(G), X 2 C 0 (G) and X is complemented in L
When G is non-discrete, we have a much stronger result: Also for each n = 1,2,..., define
Clearly, each g n is continuous, 0 < g n < 1 and g n {x) = 1 f°r all Finally, since {UF n y n } is pairwise disjoint, the function gβ, E c N is well defined. To see that gβ is left uniformly continuous, let x e V, t € G be such that \g E {xt) -gE(ή\ > 0. If g E (xή φ 0, then xt e V 2 F n y n for some unique n, n e E, and this gives t e V 3 F n y n . Similarly, if &?(ί) φ 0, then both xt and t are in UF n y n for some unique n, n eE. Thus
Proof. We first assume that G is σ-compact. Let {μ n } be the sequence of probability measures on G constructed in Lemma 1. Let F n = suppμ rt . Let {y n } be a sequence of elements in G and 0 < g n < 1 be a sequence of continuous functions of G satisfying the conditions in Lemma 5. Define for each / e WAP(G)
Ψn(f) = m G (f) -I r y jdμ n .
Then, by Lemma 1, lim rt _+oo ψ n (f) = 0 for each / G WAP(G). Assume that P is a continuous projection of LUC(G) onto WAP(G) and define for each subset E c N
ME) = Ψn(P(gE)).
Then v n is a finitely additive function on the algebra of subsets of N and \imv n (E) -0 for all £CN. Assume once more that P is a continuous projection of LUC(G) onto WAP(G 
CB(G/H). In particular, CB(G/H) is complemented in CB(G).
Proof. Let π: G -> G/H be the canonical mapping. We consider CB(G/H) as a subspace of CB(G) by identifying / e CB(G/H) and f on e CB(G). First we show that it is sufficient to prove the theorem for almost connected groups. Indeed, assume that G x is an open, almost connected subgroup of G. Then for x e G, we have π{G\x) = G\xH/H and this is homeomorphic to G X /(G X ΠxHx~ι). Now let R be a set of representatives for the G\ -//-double cosets in G and assume that for each x e i?, we have a linear contractive projection
denotes the canonical mapping). P x gives rise to a continuous projection P x : CB(Gιx) -+ CB(π(Gιx)): for / e CB(Gix), y e G x x, we put
If / e CB(n(G\x)), then r x (foπ) is right-Gi Π xHx~ι periodic (i.e. rk(r x (foπ)) = r x (fon) for all keG x ΠxHx' 1 ). Hence P x (fon) = f. Observe also that G/H = \j{n{G x x)\x e R}. For y e G x x, f e CB(Cr), put
P(f)(yH) = P x (f\ GιX )(yH).

Then P is a contractive linear projection onto CB(G/H).
If G is almost connected, let K be a compact normal subgroup of G such that G/K is a Lie group. By convolution with the normalized Haar measure of K n H, we get a contractive linear projection from CB(G) to CB(G/(KnH)) (compare with proof of Lemma 1). Hence, it is sufficient to construct a contractive linear projective from
CB(G/(K n H)) to CB(G/H).
Let π#: G -• G/K be the canonical mapping, similarly π H and KKΠH are defined. Let υ\,..., υ n be a basis for the Lie algebra of C?/AΓ such that Vk+\9-. 9 Then it is easy to see that P is a contractive linear projection from
CB(G/(K n H)) to CB{G/H). D
If G is a locally compact group, the von Neumann-kernel is defined as the intersection of the kernels of all finite-dimensional (continuous, unitary) representations of G. It coincides with the kernel of the canonical mapping of G into its Bohr compactification bG. The quotient group G/N is maximally almost periodic (for short: G/N e MAP). THEOREM 
Let G be a locally compact group. The following statements are equivalent: (a) AP(G) is complemented in LUC(G). (b) G/N is compact, where N denotes the von Neumann kernel ofG. (c) The canonical mapping ofG into its Bohr compactification bG is surjective.
Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is almost immediate.
If (b) holds, then (a) follows from Theorem 7, since AP(G) = AP(G/N) = CB(G/N) (we get a contractive linear projection even from CB(G) to AP(G)). For the proof of (a) -»(b) assume that AP(G) is complemented in LUC(G). We start with three observations:
If G\ is a subgroup of G with finite index, and / e AP(<?i) is extended to G by putting f(x) = 0 for x £ G Ϊ9 then / e AP(G). In this way, AP(Gi) becomes a subspace of AP(G) and it follows now as in the proof Theorem 2 that AP(Gi) is complemented in IΛJC(G\) c LUC(G).
For the second observation assume that G -H + K is the direct sum of closed subgroups H and K. Let π: G -> H be the corresponding projection. If P: LUC(G) -• AP(G) is a projection, then Qf = P[(f o U)]\H (where / e IΛJC(H)) defines a projection from LUC(H) to
For the third observation, assume that G\ is an open subgroup of G that is also closed for the Bohr topology, i.e. the topology induced by bG (in particular N Q G\). We claim that (under the assumption that AP(G) is complemented in LUC(G)) G\ has finite index in G. Let L be the closure of the image of G\ in bG. Then the isomorphism between AP(G) and CB{bG) maps AP(G) Γϊ CB(G X \G) onto CB(L\bG) (where G\\G resp. L\bG denote the spaces of right cosets). As in the proof of Theorem 7, CB(L\bG) is complemented in CB(bG) = AP(G r ). It follows that CB(L\bG) is complemented in LUC(G). Since AP(G)nCB(GΛG) c CB(G { \G) c LUC(G) and G X \G is discrete (hence CB(Gi\G) = /°°(Gi\G)), there exists a bounded linear projection from /°°(Gi\G) to CB(L\bG) and also to CB((KL)\bG) if K is any compact normal subgroup of bG. If (KL)\bG is metrizable, it follows from Corollary 2, p. 169 of [11] that CB{{KL)\bG) can be complemented in l°°(Gι\G) only if it is reflexive, hence, only if (KL)\bG is finite. Now if L\bG would happen to be infinite, there would exist / e CB(L\bG) c CB(bG) such that f{L\bG) is infinite. Then, by the Kakutani-Kodaira theorem, there would exist a closed normal subgroup K of G such that bG/K is metrizable and / is AΓ-periodic i.e. / e CB(bG/K). This would imply that / e CB((KL)\bG). But by the argument above, this is impossible. This shows that L\bG is finite, and since G\ is the preimage of L in G, it follows that Gi\G is finite too.
To prove (b), we can assume that G e MAP (otherwise replace G by G/N and observe that AP(G) = AP(G/N) c UJC(G/N) C LUC(G)). We want to show that G is compact.
Let H be an open, almost connected subgroup of G. Then H e MAP; hence by Theorem 2.9 of [10] , it has an open subgroup of finite index which is a direct sum V + L of a compact group L and a vector group F (i.e. V ~ R" for some n > 0). Replacing // by this open subgroup, we may assume that H = F + L.
Let F| be the closure of V in G with respect to the Bohr topology. Then (by continuity) L centralizes V\\ hence V\L is an open subgroup of G which is closed for the relative topology of bG. From the third observation above, it follows that V\L has finite index in G and, by the first observation above, we can assume that G =V\L (The Bohr topology induces on a subgroup of finite index again the Bohr topology). This implies that L is normal in G.
Let where */(/)(*) = <"Λ/>> tf e G. Then Λ/ (/) e WAP(G) (see [2, p. 36] ) and, as readily checked, WAP(G)* with © is a Banach algebra. Furthermore, for each g e G, let δ g denote the point evaluation at g. Then the map g -+ ^ is a natural embedding of G into WAP(G)*. Let X be a Banach space and 3S{X) be the space of bounded linear operators from X into X. Let {U g ;g e G} be continuous representation of G on X i.e. for each g e G, U g e 3S{X\ U gϊ U g2 = U gιg2 , g\,g2€ G, and for each x e X, the map g -• U g (x) from G into ^f is continuous. We say that {U g \ g e G} is weakly almost periodic if for each x e X, {U g x, g e G} is a relatively weakly compact subset of X. (ii) U(δ g ) = U g for each geG.
is a projection ofX onto the closed subspace Fx = {x e X\ U g x = x for all g e G}.
(iv) P commutes with any continuous linear operator T from X into X which commutes with {U g ,g e G}.
Proof Since {U g \ g e G} is weakly almost periodic, it follows from the principle of uniform boundedness that there exists K > 0 such that \\Ug\\ < K for all geG.
For each x e X, φ € X*, define Now if x e X, g e G, then
Hence P is a projection from X onto i^. (b) Lemma 12 can be applied to obtain a well-known result of Kakutani-Kodaira: If G is a σ-compact group, there exists a compact normal subgroup N of G such that G/N is metrizable. Let / G CQ(G), f Φ 0. Since G is σ-compact, the translation invariant C*-subalgebra A of C 0 (G) generated by / is separable. Let N = N A . Then CQ(G/N) ~ Ais also separable. In particular, G/N is metrizable.
